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TIPS
Never look for
garbage bags again!
Put 10 bags at the bottom of the garbage
container and then
line it with 2 bags (an
extra one in case there
is a leakage problem).
Make sure the bags
are fitting properly (it
will look neater). A
great job and you’ll
never look for garbage
bags again!

THE PROFESSIONAL CLEANER:
K I TC
TCHENS
In doing KITCHENS, the Professional Cleaner always asks
these important questions:
1.

Garbage container - is it
cleaned on the outside and
inside; are the walls next
to the container also
cleaned?

2.

Fridge - is the top dusted;
are fingerprints around
handle removed; is the area between fridge and wall cleaned; is the bottom vent cleaned?

3.

Stove - is the top cleaned; the controls; the area between stove and wall?

4.

Sink - are stains removed (using Comet if necessary); drain cleaned; taps and faucets shiny?

5.

Floor - are there ‘black’ marks from shoes or chairs to be removed; is the floor in good condition? (If not, then I should phone the OFFICE and report it!)

6.

Inside Cupboards - (where tea, coffee, cookies, etc. are kept) are they wiped periodically?

7.

Door Frames - are grease marks, fingerprints, etc. removed?

8.

Counter Tops - are stains removed using an abrasive cleaner (like Comet) if necessary?

9.

Chairs - are the legs and chrome edging spotless?

10. Appliances - has the INSIDE been checked and the OFFICE informed if cleaning needed?
11. Underneath Sink - If supplies are kept there, has the area been wiped periodically?

S TORE MANAG ER V ERY P LEASED
Bemister’s Janitorial employees who are working at a large city department store deserve kudos
for their continued effort in keeping the floors clean and presentable. The store staff are making
a transition from the old store to the new one in Mount Pearl with their regular cleaners being
assigned to the new facility. Our company was asked to look after the old store for a few weeks.
Last week, the store manager was very pleased with the job done, especially when he had to
entertain a visiting executive. Keep up the good work and thank you for a job well done!

